Our flagship RB 500 Manual Roller Shades combine aesthetics, engineering and performance to control glare and maximize energy savings. The modular system allows installation in a wide range of shade sizes and positions, making it an ideal solution for commercial applications.

Features and Benefits:
- Limited lifetime warranty
- Proprietary operating system designed and engineered in-house
- Hundreds of FR fabrics available in high-performance, sustainable, blackout, and acoustical options
- New Standard Duty+ and Heavy Duty+ bracket and clutch options
- Available in clutch or crank (fixed or removable) operation
- Shades can be recessed into a ceiling pocket, concealed with fascia, or left exposed

Design and Performance
- New Standard Duty+ and Heavy Duty+ bracket and clutch options offer a competitively priced solution while maintaining the premium performance of the original RB 500 roller shade
- Chain operated systems engineered to lift more weight than the industry standard
- A maximum required pull force of 10 lbs. guarantees easy lifting
- New Standard Duty+ and Heavy Duty+ systems offer standardized deductions, making the move from manual to automated simple and cost-effective
- Redesigned dual bracket allows for both manual and automated shades on one system
- Coupled systems (multiple bands of fabric driven by a single manual operator) are engineered to allow for a greater number of banded panels and a larger overall maximum width, compared to industry standard
- Crank operated systems offer even more coupling capabilities than chain, and almost as much lifting capacity as a motor driven roller shade

Aesthetics
- RB 500 roller shades were designed to be seen; the architectural feel combined with our color coordinated components create a modern look that doesn’t require fascia
- New brackets and clutches designed to fit seamlessly together, creating a sleek profile
- For projects where fascia is requested our 4” extrusion offers a 3” return underneath the shade, almost completely encasing the system. Industry standard has a return of 1.5”

Safety
- Spring loaded idle end and proprietary locking ring feature ensure the shade will not disengage from the bracket
- Fascia bracket is designed to snap into place, making accidental removal unlikely